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Abstract: Increasing terrorist activities globally have attracted the attention of many researchers, policy makers and
security agencies towards counterterrorism. The clandestine nature of terrorist networks have made them difficult for
detection. Existing works have failed to explore computational characterization to design an efficient threat-mining
surveillance system. In this paper, a computationally-aware surveillance robot that auto-generates threat information,
and transmit same to the cloud-analytics engine is developed. The system offers hidden intelligence to security agencies
without any form of interception by terrorist elements. A miniaturized surveillance robot with Hidden Markov Model
(MSRHMM) for terrorist computational dissection is then derived. Also, the computational framework for MERHMM is
discussed while showing the adjacency matrix of terrorist network as a determinant factor for its operation. The model
indicates that the terrorist network have a property of symmetric adjacency matrix while the social network have both
asymmetric and symmetric adjacency matrix. Similarly, the characteristic determinant of adjacency matrix as an
important operator for terrorist network is computed to be -1 while that of a symmetric and an asymmetric in social
network is 0 and 1 respectively. In conclusion, it was observed that the unique properties of terrorist networks such as
symmetric and idempotent property conferred a special protection for the terrorist network resilience. Computational
robotics is shown to have the capability of utilizing the hidden intelligence in attack prediction of terrorist elements. This
concept is expected to contribute in national security challenges, defense and military intelligence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computational Robotics (CR) refers to the use of
predictive mathematical, and algorithmic constructs to
seamlessly drive robotic agents for actionable
intelligence based on complex datasets available. In
terrorized locations, there is the need to understand the
hidden model of criminal network behavior using CR
and its agents for the aggregation of informative
datasets.
The spate of organized criminal attacks in the world
has been on the increase in the last few years and has
posed the greatest threat to the societies across the
globe. In the same range, Nigeria has experienced a lot
of this organized criminal attacks by Boko - Haram
(BH), Herdsmen and most recently the unknown
gunmen (UGM). The aforementioned organized
criminal group have been known to engage in
kidnapping for ransom, abduction and raping,
destruction of lives and property. These hidden
activities of the terrorist element is difficulty to predict,
trace and detect. Thus, the deployment of a
computational intelligent agent (Robot) becomes
imperative. This intelligent agent is capable of
undertaking a remote surveillance mission of the
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clandestine activities of the group without their
knowledge [1-2].
These groups constitute violent criminal attacks of
state and non-state actors in their covert and overt
interdependence [3]. It has the highest negative social
and economic consequence to any nation as it hinders
the economic development of any nation and degrades
its gross domestic products [4]. Attacks of terrorist have
great lethal and destructive impact on every nation in
economic terms of lives and property. The recent
successes recorded by the terrorist elements in many
nations have been attributed to lack of actionable
intelligence that would have enabled predictive and
detective actions against them [5-6].
Hence, the traditional command and control
techniques of tackling criminality has become
ineffective [7]. In the wake of the present terrorist
incidents in the world, a paradigm shift is necessitated
to data - driven mindset via actionable intelligence.
Then a transistion from the traditional method of
“Sense and Response” (SaR); the command and
control techniques to modern dimension of “Predict and
Prevent” (PaP) using computational intelligence
becomes vital with a novel computational robot.
Processing of intelligence/information within the
organized terrorist networks to discover hidden links
and structures is paramount for any successful
© 2021 Zeal Press
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counterterrorism. The clandestine nature of the network
makes it difficult to be detected [8], but these could be
possibly detected through application of computational
approach on the hidden links (HLs) [9-10]. This enables
proper analysis of the terrorist adversaries’ goals and
intentions and further reveals new information about
entities within the network. Every terrorist networks
consist of interconnected criminal states (CS) in their
covert nature [11], active internal communications
(AIC), time frame of attack (TFA) and mapped states
(MS) [12]. The criminal state is made up of
Commander (Cd), Gatekeeper (Gk) and Foot-Soldiers
(Fs).
Understanding the complex dynamics of terrorist
network offers a great deal of probability of detection
[13]. Computational intelligence for counterterrorism
provides the structural and hierarchical knowledge of
terrorist networks [14]. This approach is applied with
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for the purpose of
surveillance and analysis. This is based on its
stochastic and tractability with a data - driven
architecture and could fuel smart security initiative to
combat terrorism and other organized criminal
networks syndicate [15].
According to Saini & Sunila Godara, (2014) [16],
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is a partially hidden
Markov Chain. The Markov Chain Model defines
mathematical model for predicting the future state
depending only on the current state [17-18]. HMM
establishes finite set of states, each of which is
associated with a probability distribution. Transitions
among these states are governed by a set of
probabilities called state transition probabilities [19]. In
a particular state, an outcome or observation can be
generated, according to the associated probability
distribution. It is only the outcome, not the state that is
visible to an external observer and therefore states are
“hidden” to the outside; hence the name Hidden
Markov Model [16, 19]. Terrorist activities is a time
series event and occurs in two stages; that is planning
and execution stages. It is pertinent to apply HMM
based on its relative mathematical ease of immense
versatility which makes it suitable for use as a
stochastic process in the analysis of terrorist records
[20].
Considering the various research capabilities of
HMM, this work is motivated to introduce a
computational constructs to analyze the behavior of
terrorist elements using intelligent surveillance agents.
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This paper contributes to knowledge by providing
the network relational intelligence within the terrorist
networks through computation of the network
adjacency matrix using artificial agent (robot). Thus, the
aim of this research is to computationally characterize
the process of modelling (by learning) how a proposed
robotic surveillance framework executes a task for
terrorist dissection in complex states/environments. It
further provides some mathematical uniqueness of
criminal networks from social networks that laid
foundation
for
computational
methods
of
counterterrorism.
From the generalized perspectives offered in this
work, this paper will be approached from a distinct
computational behavioral model. The model can offer
reliable prediction of the behavioral pattern of terrorists
in criminal networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents some existing research works on
criminal (terrorist) networks, computational artificial
surveillance agent, HMM for analysis of organized
terrorist networks and computational approach to
counterterrorism. Section 3 provides the methodology
of the research. Section 4 presents and discusses the
results and findings of the work. Section 5 concludes
the paper and gives recommendations for future work.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Organized Terrorist Networks
There have been several studies on organized
terrorist networks, Security surveillance system, Hidden
Markov Model and computational approach to
counterterrorism. Some of such recent literatures are
reviewed and presented in this section. The work in,
[21] presented the historical evolution of Boko Haram in
Nigeria and stated the causes, recruitment, ideology,
area of operation and the ways through which the
problem can be solved. The authors further presented
that more than six million Nigerians have been killed by
this group while more than 300,000 people have been
displaced. Similarly, [22, 11] discussed the threat of
terrorism and the challenges in countering their
operations on the set targets. They further stated that
lack of a clear-cut counterterrorism strategy, dearth in
technology and mutual trust between actors and locals
in the management and utilization of intelligence were
recommended as the major challenges for destabilizing
the attacks of terrorism in Nigeria.
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Lindelauf et al. (2011) [14] investigated the
structural position of covert terrorist networks using
secrecy versus information tradeoff characterization.
The result shows that network structures are generally
not small-worlds, in contrast to many overt social
networks. This finding was backed by empirical
evidence concerning Jemaah Islamiyah's Bali bombing
and a heroin distribution network in New York.
Similarly, the work of [23] presented a Mathematical
framework for examining the strength of terrorist
structures. The model illustrated the strength of
different terrorist cell structures using the partially
ordered set (poset) of terrorist cells. Algorithms were
presented to implement and examine the structures of
posets of seven elements that were observed in their
analysis. The authors finally, presented their findings
and the applicability of their work for government
strategic operations.
Farooq, Khan and Butt, (2017) [24], proposed a
model for finding the correlation of communication
contents of all nodes with data directory and detects
nodes based on a threshold correlation value. New
network was drawn and its density was calculated.
Also, the centrality measures were applied on the new
network that produced different key players with
different roles in the network. Seidler et al. (2017) [25]
opined that a visual analytics support analysts could
aid in monitoring a dynamics of complex system, and
the authors approach systematically mapped relations
on the user interface.
Nguyen (2016) [26], discussed the application of
HMM for computational intelligence with mathematical
proofs. The report focused on the three common
problems of HMM such as evaluation problem,
uncovering problem, and learning problem, in which
learning problem with support of optimization theory
was the main subject. Brogi & Di Bernardino (2019)
[27] described a HMM for the evolution of an advanced
persistent threat (APT). The model was to validate
whether the evolution of the partially reconstructed
attack campaigns were indeed consistent with the
evolution of an APT. The score obtained enabled the
comparing of APT fit of different lengths and was
validated with the score using data obtained from
experts. Valleriani, Li and Kolomeisky (2014) [28]
stated that Complex Markov models are widely used as
powerful predictive tools to analyze stochastic
processes. The authors derived a complete Taylor
expansion of the first-passage time distribution
between two arbitrary states for a general Markov
model using a combination of algebraic methods and
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graph theory approaches. Yang & An (2020) [29]
research revealed that critical nodes identification in
complex networks was significant for studying the
survivability and robustness of networks. The authors
leveraged the property of structural hole to design a
heuristic algorithm based on local information of the
network topology. This was used to identify node
importance in undirected and unweighted network,
whose adjacency matrix was symmetric. In the
algorithm, a node with a larger degree and greater
number of structural holes associated with it, achieved
a higher importance ranking. In another development,
robot has also played its role in security and alike
scenarios. Anandravisekar et al., (2018) [30] developed
an IoT enable surveillance robot for uncovering hidden
terrorist activities within a specified location. The size of
the developed IoT surveillance robotic model was huge
and visible, as such not fit for asymmetric warfare
(terrorism), in that it is visible for the terrorist elements.
Similarly, Bokade and Ratnaparkhe, (2016) [31] used
video surveillance robot for video streaming which was
capable of capturing 15 frames of images per second
but the size was also much visible for hidden elements.
Another application of security surveillance robot
was in military base where it was used for defense and
border control activities. It was designed to play a
multiple function such as threat investigations and
remote signal transfer, but was designed specifically for
border area security control. This surveillance robot
was limited by its coverage area and was configured
with 3G network [32]. The borders’ surveillance robotic
approach of combating insurgencies were further
validated by [33-34].
2.1. Computational Approach
Computational
intelligence
found
valuable
applications in robotics and in combating organized
terrorized network as a cognitive informatics [35-36].
Hung, Jayasumana and Bandara, (2019) [37] used
graph trajectory analytics to understudy terrorist
patterns with application in security warfare and other
asymmetric warfare. Tundis, Kaleem and Mühlhäuser,
(2019) [38] developed strategic intervention means of
fighting terrorism through the use of IoT app that
utilized an edge computing approach. The authors
used the model/algorithm. The main idea is to
operationalize and implement the system.
Chen et al. (2018) [39] proposed the use of deep
learning for smart security surveillance but was limited
only on the face information and on the available data
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of the eyes’ region. The experimental results of the
research work demonstrated that the proposed method
can predict the terrorist elements based on eye-data
only. Consequently, the work of Sutton, Willett and BarShalom, (2021) [40] presented a computational
approach to terrorist network insurgency with Hidden
Markov Model. Threat model of probabilistic sequence
analysis was used by the authors and the result
inferred data association steps on the perceived threat.
Saeidi and Wang, (2019) [41] predicted terrorist
attacks with computational robotics-based genetic
algorithm. The researchers concluded that a
computation of the shortest optimal path is possible
with their model. The robot was incorporated with a
scissor lift mechanism to lift both objects and humans
during insurgency warfare disaster, at 360° rotation
and was further fitted with 6 degrees of freedom.
Another work of Lippiello, Siciliano and Villani, (2013)
[42] highlighted the use of Intelligent computational
approach to counterterrorism with mobile robot. The
overall challenges with the use of these computational
methods are the difficulty in predicting the level of
communication among the terrorist elements due to
vast geographical distribution and their clandestine
nature. In a swift addition, the methods applied are
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deficit in internal communication and countermeasures
with lack of appropriate optimization technique for
effectiveness of the prediction accuracy.
The gap from the literature reviewed has shown that
the security surveillance robot in use were visible for
the terrorist attack perpetrators. Furthermore, lack of
terrorist network operating dynamics as behavioral
model have contributed to the difficulty of the terrorist
attack prediction. In this research, the complex
dynamics of terrorist network will be modeled by HMM
for computational intelligence in counterterrorism.
3. METHODOLGY
In this section, the work discussed a proposed
framework for computational intelligence gathering for
cloud analytics. The various stages that generate the
computational intelligence via the computational robotic
survelliance is represented in the conceptual model. In
Figure 1, the system generates network information
within terrorist elements from intelligent surveillance
robot (i.e., computational robotic nodes). This then
computes the mathematical network adjacency matric
that exist among the elements of criminal network from
massive data gathered. The computation was based on
trend, sequence of communications and intelligence

Figure 1: Framework for Computation Robotics Security Surveillance Architecture.
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within the terrorist network. Due to the nature of
terrorist elements and their activities, the data used in
this study was collected from the global terrorism
database (GTD) for the period of 2010 – 2016 [43]. The
data contained the names of suspected criminal groups
that carried out an attack, the targets of the attack, the
target sub-type, description of the attack, geographic
location of the attack among other events. The time
frame of attack and terrorist states that carried the
attacks were sieved out of the dataset and
subsequently used to drive home some attack
information (intelligence). The system architecture
depicted in Figure 1 is made up of the following
modules: Intelligent surveillance agent (ISA), Terrorist
data analytics (TDA), Research assumption (RA),
Formation of Network transition matrix (NTM), network
adjacency matrix (NAM) and Cloud Services (CS).
From the computational perspective, the intelligent
surveillance agent (ISA) is the phase I model. The role
is to survey and gather threat information such as
videos, pictures and audios within the attack vectors
and attack payload. This data is transmitted for data
analytics. Phase II Terrorist data analytics explains
where the transmitted data from ISA is analyzed to
sieve non-threat base information.
It further processes the security allies’ data for
intelligence generation and decision making. The
research assumption module is very distinct in Phase
III.
Clearly, every criminal network maintain high and
low profile actors with the cross –ties emerging
dormant after coordinated attack. The ergodic nature of
terrorist network in space and time creates transition
among the elements, with transitory shortcuts. This
research assumption is made based on the criminal
data analytics and the generated intelligence. There
exist the network kingpin otherwise known as the
commander (Cd), the gatekeeper (Gk) and footsoldiers (Fs) as the low profile actors. Therefore the
hidden elements within the terrorist states Hs in eq. (1)
is denoted as an association of three different nodes.

{

H S = H Cd , H Gk , H Fs

}

(1)

Then, how significant each node is as a conduit for
information or influence becomes key and imperative.
In a terrorist network, the strength of the network is the
sequence of actions flowing from the commander to the
foot soldiers. It is an ordered set or partially ordered set
that measure the degree of the association of the
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hidden elements and the strength is represented in eq.
2. It is the sum of the contributions of the extreme
elements.

S! = Fs + nCd

(2)

Where S! represent the strength of the network and n
is the figure of merit that measures the weight of the
commander and should be greater or equal to 1 ( n ! 1 ).
This condition necessitated the following six (6)
assumptions that guided the node classification,
network formation and data analysis below.
1.

There exist hidden active internal communication
(AIC) in the network.

2.

The flow of the communication is directed from
the leader to the gatekeeper and from the
gatekeeper to the foot-soldier.

3.

There exist no feedback communication within
the network.

4.

The commander does not have any link with the
foot-soldier in order to maintain a transitory
shortcuts.

5.

An attack always precede a particular active
internal communication.

6.

Commanding group and the gatekeeping group
do not carry out suicide attack. Consequently
only the foot-soldiers carry out suicide attacks
which are usually masterminded by the Cd and
Gk.

The existence of the states is now put to use in
accordance with Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
principles. Markov process is initiated since there is a
possible step in movement of transition within the
states. AIC originates from Cd to Gk and from Gk to Fs.
A first order Markov Model is formed in eq. 3. In Hidden
Markov Model, the future state depends only on the
current state. That is, the probability of entering a
certain state depends only on the last state and not on
any earlier state.

p !" st+1 / st ,.......,s2 ,s1 #$ = p !" st+1 / st #$

(3)

Where st+1 is a state lower in rank in the terrorist
network, given a next high state in rank with directional
AIC.
Phase IV model is the formation of network
transition matrix. This network transition matrix was
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formed base on the already developed terrorist network
assumptions. In every terrorist network, there exist a
transition within the networks due to changes in
criminal state(s). The network transition matrix is a
conditional probabilities that a criminal attack was
carried out by state j given that an active internal
communication was made by state i. It is the probability
that the stochastic event (terrorist action) changes
current states si to next state s j . Statistically, the sum of
the probabilities of transitioning from any given state to
other next state is 1. The above statements are
illustrated in eq. 4 and eq. 5.

! s $
pij = p # i &
" sj %

(4)
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Where V is the criminal (terrorist) elements while E is
the AIC.

#! 1
Aij = "
$# 0

Here, aij = 1 , if i is adjacent to j and 0 , if i is not
adjacent to j .
A node as a terrorist element is adjacent to another
node if the two nodes share a common tie. In criminal
network, on the bases of its nature and mission, there
exist two levels of ties (relationship).
1.

Relationship with criminal elements (actors)
themselves

2.

Relationship that each criminal element (actor)
has with one another

(5)

!si "S, # pij = 1

(8)

s j "S

The initiating state of the terrorist action is si , s j is
the execution state of the network, S represent the
terrorist states variables and S
the terrorist
computational space.
The eq. 6, is used to represent the formation of the
transition matrix of the terrorist network.

!
#
#
#
#
"

(CdCd ) (CdGk ) (CdFs)
(GkCd ) (GkGk ) (GkFs)
( FsCd ) ( FsGk ) ( FsFs)

$
&
&
&
&
%

(6)

The transition matrix is then computed from the data
obtained on the various attack traces of the terrorist
elements using the above assumptions. Total of 269
attacks were observed for the period and the result is
presented in Table 1 of section IV.
In Phase V, the framework depicts the Computation
of network adjacency matrix. In this case, the
importance of adjacency matrix in a criminal network is
to dissect the dynamics of the network. It helps to
determine the level of interactions and flow of
command among the hidden elements of any terrorist
network. It is a dependent factor in determining the
secrecy and efficiency within the network operation and
its resilience.
Generally, given a criminal network G in eq.7, an
adjacency matrix A is formed in eq. 8.

(

G = V,E

)

(7)

In phase VI, the Cloud Services interface defines
the brainbox of the solution set. The secured data
generated by intelligent surveillance robot is been
further analyzed to yield terrorist information for
intelligence and stored in a secured private cloud
infrastructure. The confidentiality, protection and
availability of the data is ensured with this cloud
services.
Algorithm I shows the design pseudo code depicting
the computational robotic state procedures for the
various phases discussed.
Algorithm I: CR Predictor Construct
1: Procedure: construct Graph (computational
robotic agents (i,……i+1)
State.
Parameters: commander
gatekeeper (Gk) and foot-soldiers (Fs)

(Cd),

the

2: Input: pool phase. labels // Phase 1 to Phase 5.
3: Output: Cloud Services. graph structure ( )
4: Begin function ( )
5: initialize C Rgraph.phases ( )
6: for all CR ( ) do
7: if Map (intelligence) > 0 then
8: increase agents to CR
9: end if
10: end for
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11: for all (phase.labels) do
12: concatenate. all ( )
13: if phase. labels (1:5) < Asymmetric & Symmetric
adjacency matrix then
14: increase agents to CR
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masterminded by the commander, thus having the
highest centrality score of 269, followed by the
gatekeeper with a centrality score of 263 and footsoldier with 244. The result is used to compute the
transition probabilities of the network in eq. 9 as a
stochastic matrix. That is the matrix in which all the
rows are nonnegative and all the rows sums up to 1.

15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: return CR
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the initial computational results
obtained are shown in the Table 1 and 2. A total of 269
attacks were recorded for the period of 2010 to 2016
[44]. Table 1 presents the terrorist state attack statistics
derived. It is shown that the commander (Cd), carried
out a total of 6 attacks, gatekeeper (Gk) carried out 19
attacks and 244 attacks were done by the foot soldiers
(Fs). This shows that the commander only carries out
high profile and strategic attacks while gatekeeper and
foot soldiers are both responsible for 97.8% of all the
terrorist attacks that took place within the period. This
further reveals that foot soldiers are more prevalent
and vulnerable in every terrorist actions as seen in
Figure 2.
Table 1: Terrorist States Attack Statistics
State (i, j)

Frequency

Percent

Cd

6

2.2

Fs

244

90.7

Gk

19

7.1

Total

269

100

Considering the assumption of active internal
communication within the network (AIC), Table 2 is
generated with the terrorist network assumptions
applied. The table presents the results of transitions of
the terrorist hidden elements. The computation of the
transition matrix as contained in Table 2 is based on
the fact that the probability of entry a certain state in
Markov chain depends only on the current state. This
result shows a square matrix taking into cognizance the
state dependence within the terrorist network. In
network centrality, the importance score of a node
(terrorist element) is the fraction of AIC made by the
criminal element. It is assumed that all attacks are

Figure 2: Attack per criminal state.
Table 2: Network Centrality Scores
State (i, j)

Cd

Gk

Fs

Total

Cd

269

19

0

288

Gk

263

263

244

770

Fs

0

244

244

488

Total

1546

Precisely the edge weights of the criminal network
can be altered by changing the matrix appropriately
[44]. Normalizing the rows of the network matrix and
applying eq. 4 and eq.5, we obtained the result in eq. 9.
! 0.934 0.066
$
0
#
&
pij = p # 0.3416 0.3416 0.3168 &
#"
0
0.5
0.5 &%

(9)

The result shows that the conditional probability of
an attack by a commander given that AIC from the footsoldier is 0 and conversely the same. This is because
terrorist network maintained transitory shortcut to avoid
been uncovered as internal communication between
the leader and foot-soldier is completely avoided. The
computation of the network adjacency matrix is done
based on these analysis and is used to differentiate
terrorist network from social network. The network
adjacency symmetric matrix (sym) in eq. 10 is
computed using eq.8 and eq. 9.

! 1 1 0 $
#
&
aij (sym)cn = # 1 1 1 &
#" 0 1 1 &%

(10)
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It shows that the aij (adjacency matrix) of a terrorist
network has its leading diagonal elements as 1’s and is
a symmetrical matrix (sym). This gives rise to the
uniqueness of terrorist network as this study set to
identify. Here, both the upper and lower half of the
matrix are the same. Figure 3, highlights the symmetric
behaviors of terrorist network. Point 1, 2 and 3 at the Xaxis represent the three elements of the network, the
commander, gatekeeper and foot-soldiers respectively.
It shows the existence of two ties in terrorist network.
Thus terrorist network exhibits these unique properties
of symmetric and idempotent. Idempotent accounts for
the resilience in every organized criminal network and
confers its ability to reorganize or regroup after external
attack.
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Figure 4: Symmetric adjacency matrix of social network.

! 0 1 1
#
aij (asym)sn = # 1 0 1
#" 0 1 0

$
&
&
&%

(12)

Figure 3: Symmetric adjacency matrix of terrorist network.

Social network has 0’s along its diagonal since the
ties of the social network actors with themselves are
always ignored. An adjacency matrix of social network
can be an asymmetric matrix (asym) or symmetric
matrix (sym). In asymmetric matrix the top right half of
the diagonal does not match the bottom left half. The
symmetric and asymmetric adjacency matrix of the
social network base on the above is represented in eq.
11 and eq. 12 respectively. Figure 4 and Figure 5,
respectively further illustrate the symmetric and
asymmetric behaviors of social network elements. This
shows that in social network, there is an existence of a
single tie (i.e. the relationship between the social actors
among themselves). In symmetric social adjacency
matrix, both the network leader and the foot soldiers do
not communicate despite the nature of ties in the
network. While in asymmetric the leader does
communicate with the foot soldiers.

! 0 1 0 $
#
&
aij (sym)sn = # 1 0 1 &
#" 0 1 0 &%

(11)

Figure 5: Asymmetric adjacency matrix of social network.

In the foregoing results, the nature of intelligence
within the terrorist and social networks differs.
Performing the classical analysis of the network matrix
through row matrix (R- M) analysis and column matrix
(C-M) analysis, the nature of information symmetries
within the two networks will be clearly strengthened.
In terrorist network,
symmetric aij sym cn :

aij sym

tn

adjacency

matrix

is

( )

R - M analysis has Cd elements as 110 ,

( )

( )

Gk has 111 and Fs has 011

( )

C - M analysis has Cd elements as 110 , Gk has
111 and Fs has 011 .

( )

( )

Social network has symmetric adjacency matrix
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aij sym

sn

and asymmetric adjacency matrix aij asym

In aij sym

sn

,

( )

R-M

analysis

( )

has

Cd
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sn

:

elements

( )

as 010 , Gk has 101 and Fs has 010

( )

C – M analysis has Cd elements as 010 , Gk has

(101) and Fs has (010) .
In aij asym

sn

, R-M analysis has Cd elements

( )

( )

( )

as 011 , Gk has 101 and Fs has 010

( )

( )

The analysis shows that row matrix and column
matrix in symmetric adjacency matrix have the same
values for both terrorist and social network elements.
Further computation of the characteristic determinant of
the symmetric and asymmetric matrix of the two
networks

gave

aij sym

= 0 and

sn

these

aij asym

values:
sn

mathematical counterterrorism in the wake of the
current terrorism globally. The work provides vital
information and useful intelligence needed for proper
understanding of asymmetric warfare. The result would
be applied in developing a drone - based military
intelligent agent for combating terrorism. Future work
on this will focus on Hidden Markov based swarm
optimization technique for computational robotics
application in counterterrorism.
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